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1. The Actual Question Paper Contains 50 Questions.

2. Each question carry an equal marks of 2 against 50 question

3. The Duration of the Test Paper is 60 Minutes

1. The core of the earth is made up of:
 (A) Silicon (B) Magnesium
 (C) Nickle and Iron (D) Aluminium
 (E) None of these

2. Plants and animals are an example of:
 (A) Abiotic environment 
 (B) Biotic environment
 (C) Human made environment 
 (D) Artificial environment
 (E) None of these

3. Chicken eggs contain a fatty substance. What is it 
 called?
 (A) Starch  (B) Fats
 (C) Cholesterol (D) Proteins
 (E) None of these

4. Which of the following is not a mineral?
 (A) Coal  (B) Natural gas
 (C) Petroleum (D) Rock
 (E) None of these

5. _________ is the agent of erosion.
 (A) Wind  (B) Sea Cliff
 (C) Oxygen (D) Sea Waves
 (E) None of these

6. Layers of gases which envelops the earth is called:
 (A) Biosphere (B) Hydrosphere
 (C) Mesosphere (D) Atmosphere

 (E) None of these

7. Shortcut key to delete item permanently.
 (A) Shift + delete (B) Delete

 (C) Ctrl + D (D) Alt + D

 (E) None of these

8. On the Celsius scale, the water freezes at:
 (A) 100C  (B) 00C

 (C) 1000C  (D) 150C

 (E) None of these

9. Which of the following is the source of freshwater?
 (A) Oceans (B) Seas

 (C) Snow and ice (D) River

 (E) None of these

10. The earth is referred to as:
 (A) Blue planet (B) Green planet

 (C) Red planet (D) Yellow planet

 (E) None of these

11. ‘Kalahari’ is located in:
 (A) South Africa

 (B) South America

 (C) North Africa 

 (D) North America

 (E) None of these
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12. Who invented WWW(world wide web)?
                            
                                    

 (A) Newton (B)  Tim Berners  Lee

          

        

               

 (C) Nelson Smith (D) Erik Rotheim

 (E) None of these 

13. The only mode of transport to reach in the most 
 remotest and distant areas is:
 (A) Roadways   

 (B) Waterways

 (C) Airways 

 (D) Railways

 (E) None of these


